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Introduction 

 
• The issue 

― Occurs on secondary patent (process) 
― Generic enters 
― Firms settle on a payment by Princeps to generic and a delay 

before entry (maximal if equal to patent duration) 
• More and more deals are signed in a context of strong 

pressure to contain health expenditures 
• Lundbeck: No case published so far so I present more 

general comments to start the discussion 
• A key question from the case and DGComp communications:  

― Should pay-for-delay be an abuse by object? 
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Patent as an uncertain right 

• A patent is not an ex-ante well defined rights 
― Can/must be challenged in court 
― Ultimately the court decides the “right” conferred  

o Molecule →  almost certain right,  Process → more uncertain right 
 

• Agreement (licenses, pay-for-delay) is a way to reach solution 
without litigation cost 

 
• BUT the agreement allows also to coordinate on the most profitable 

market outcome 
 
• The agreement induces an externality to  

― Consumers : more or less products, prices  
― Future competitors: avoids “discovery” of the right conferred by the 

patent 
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Patent as a right to litigate 

• I files a patent, strength  p → E enters → Litigation, Court decides: 
o With prob p,  then monopoly preserved  
o With prob 1-p, then duopoly/oligopoly (if further entry) 
 

• Settlement:  I and E talk and choose the best outcome 
― If duopoly is more profitable:  E pays I and zero delay (license) 
― If monopoly is more profitable: (generics)  I pays E and E stays out until 

patent expires (maximal delay) 
 

• Allowing any settlement induces  
― More entry of imitators 
― More  or less innovation 
― More or less efficiency (it depends on court’s behavior and patent strength). 
 

• AA view: P4D transforms a weak patent into a “license to kill competition”,  
― Risk of anti-competitive manipulation of the patent system so we need rules 
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Per-illegality Pay-for-Delay 

• Forbidding P4D does not mean forbidding delay 
― Firms can still settle on a delay 
― The delay should reflect the two parties views on the strength of 

the patent 
― Lower delay compared with per-se legality 
 

• Per-se illegality reduces entry (authorization)? 
― Yes but it depends on bargaining power: the stronger the 

incumbent, the weaker this eviction effect 
― But does it increase “effective” entry? 
 

• Per-se illegality reduces innovation? 
― Not always as there may be less entry 
― Solves issue of “bad” patents (no real novelty) 
― It forces innovators to focus on strong patent 
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Effect based approach 

• The gain is that there is more entry of generics  but which rule to apply to judge lawfulness 
is unclear?  How does the AA builds a counterfactual? Should look at dynamic efficiency 
(ex-post)? 

 
• Shapiro 2003 

― A settlement cannot arm consumers  compared to litigation 
― Parallel to merger, indeed horizontal agreements // mergers 
― P4D: The delay cannot exceed the expected delay under litigation 

 
• Issues: 

― There may be disagreement on the strength of the patent 
― Private information 
― AA needs expertise in assessing ex-ante patent strength 
― Ignores the externality on other firms’ 

 
• The gain compared to prohibition may be small 

― Maximal delay accepted by generics  is close  to  average delay under litigation 
unless high litigation costs 
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When reverse payment are needed 

• The case for rule of reason is that reverse payment may be needed 
 

• Disagreement on patent strength 
― It has to be strong to offset litigation cost, but then it may be socially useful 

to litigate 
― Delay above the minimum acceptable by any of the party so unlikely to be 

below expected delay with litigation 
― How do the AA evaluates « beliefs » after the facts 

 
• Private information 

― Again how does the AA evaluates the information at time of deal after the 
facts 

― What expected delay for Shapiro’s criterion? 
 

• Side deals 
― Difficult but possible to evaluate whether a deal include a reverse 

payement, 
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On Lundbeck case 

 
• From the EC case 

― Payment above expected litigation costs 
― No commitment on future litigations 
 
 

• From the RBB case 
― Litigation was on-going anyway 
― Strong patents 
― Injonctions very likely 
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To conclude 

• The dispute illustrates the difficulty to agree on things 
like patent strenght (remind FRAND debate) 
 

• The notion of probabilistic patent raises serious issues  
― Why restrict to P4D? 
― A license agreement may also lead to monopolisation of 

the market, should it be prohibited if the patent is weak? 
 

• A solution would be to have a more restrictive patent 
policy for pharmaceutical 
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